Initial MOD: What was the *first thing to trigger the work-up* that ultimately led to the recommendation for biopsy? Review the prior imaging. For example, for probably benign findings that convert to suspicious, go back to the *beginning*.

Category S: something was first noticed on an asymptomatic, image-based screening exam

- **Sma**: screening 2D mammo (no dbt)
- **Sdbt**: screening mammo with dbt
- **Sus**: screening breast ultrasound
- **Smri**: screening breast MRI
- **So**: screening of the breast with other modality

Category P: a sign or symptom was first noticed by the patient or a provider that triggered diagnostic imaging followed

- **Pat**: patient detected sign or symptom
- **Ppro**: provider detected physical exam finding
- **Ppp**: patient or provider detected sign or symptom, unable to determine which was first

Category N: not one of the above

- **N**: not image-based screening, not patient or provider detected sign or symptom. Rare cases of incidental findings on CT or patient presents with metastatic disease of unknown primary.